
Ceiling signs are shipped with 20 feet of heavy gage suspension wire. This wire loops through the top of the
sign and is connected into the ceiling at each end. Remove the end trim plates with a small phillips screw
driver. Place the wire into the slotted trough at the top of the backer assembly. Slide the wire clamping bar in
the trough over the wire at each end. These wire clamping bars are held in place with two set screws for
each bar that must be tightened T
positioned equal distance from each end of the sign . Replace the end trim plates.

Depending on the type of ceiling, there are a variety of clamps, brackets and hooks available at any local
electrical supply house for installing the wire ends into the ceiling..

down securely to assure the wire is clamped in place. he bars should be
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CEILING MOUNT - INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONCEILING MOUNT - INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

�

STANDARD TILE
slide out to remove

CEILING TILE

WIRE
extends through
threaded tube

END TRIM PLATES
screw onto the backer
assembly and automatically
aligns the plates to be flush
at the top and bottom of
the sign

SET SCREW
#4-40 X 3/32”
P/N 100256-06
(REQUIRES A .050”
METRIC ALLEN WRENCH)

WIRE CLAMPING BAR
P/N 100528

SCREW-FLAT PHILLIPS HD
#3 X 3/8 P/N 100042-06

Non-Modular

Assembly

Modular

Assembly

OPTIONAL:
CEILING TILE
FINISHING KIT


